A3 Communications’ Mike Massari Earns
Industry Sought-after RCDD Credential
NORCROSS, GA (April 22, 2014) — A3 Communications, America’s
fourth fastest growing systems integrator, announced today that
their Atlanta-based Pre-sales Engineer, Mike Massari, earned
his Registered Communications Distribution Designer (RCDD)
credential – one of the highest design credentials in the information
technology systems (ITS) industry, recognized worldwide.

Mike Massari

As a RCDD, Massari demonstrates knowledge in
the design, integration and implementation of
telecommunications and data communications
technology systems and related infrastructure.
He is now uniquely positioned to create
detailed designs of new systems and/or
integrate design into an existing structure.

To gain this designation, Massari was required to have at least five
years of experience or an equivalent combination of experience
and industry certifications. Additionally, he spent hundreds of
hours studying the telecommunications distribution methods
manual and sat through numerous ITS fundamental and design
courses. Ultimately, to earn the prestigious RCDD credential,
Massari proved his knowledge by passing a very extensive exam.
“We’re so proud of Mike and his recent accomplishment. This

FROM THE PRESIDENT
“We’re so proud of Mike and his recent accomplishment.
This certification not only verifies his knowledge in ITS
design subject areas, but also allows our clients to know
that they’re working with the very best in the industry. We
take our jobs seriously and this accreditation helps prove
that.”
—Brian Thomas, President
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certification not only verifies his knowledge in ITS design subject
areas, but also allows our clients to know that they’re working with
the very best in the industry. We take our jobs seriously and this
accreditation helps prove that,” said Brian Thomas, President of A3
Communications.
Massari is one of two full-time RCDDs employed by A3
Communications.
To learn more about A3 Communications and the services they
offer, visit www.a3communication.com.
About A3 Communications, Inc. — With offices in Columbia,
Charleston, Greenville and Atlanta, A3 Communications is
America’s fourth fastest growing systems integrator. Founded in
1990, A3 provides a broad range of IT and security solutions for
the public and private sectors, including: IP video surveillance;
access control; enterprise wireless networking; structured
cabling; unified communications; network security; managed IT
services; virtualization and storage and audio/visual solutions.
Their highly certified and experienced staff offers comprehensive
support and maintenance available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. For more information on A3 Communications, visit www.
a3communications.com.

